Biography & bullet points

Peter Baumgartner
Leadership expert and bestselling author: Lead to succeed!

Peter Baumgartner revives the speaker scene as an emerging leadership expert. The
bestselling author and industrial engineer is a speaker that gets booked internationally
for conferences, corporate events and for lectures at business schools.
His emotional presentation style captivates audiences; his award winning books about
leadership complement his lectures. After his studies in Austria, Germany and the UK,
Baumgartner has been a consultant to internationally well-known organisations.
He conveys vivid examples and sustainable content: who demands and requires
performance today, must be able to provide meaning, too: What you exemplify as a
leader definitely rubs off on your people.
Peter Baumgartner's motto is: Encouragement and motivation, leadership and
innovation are the core elements of successful leadership. What matters is how people
trigger passionate enthusiasm today. With exemplary behaviour. Leadership is
decisiveness, courage and confidence.
As a charismatic keynote speaker Peter Baumgartner succeeds to fascinate and
motivate audiences. His lectures are about hope and a better life, encouragement and
motivation, leadership and innovation. We all need leaders whom people can trust and
follow.

Bullet points
Speaker: Peter Baumgartner, keynote speaker & author
Intro - your personal profit from the lecture:
•
•
•

How to encourage, arouse enthusiasm and achieve top perfomance.
How to motivate and win people over with appreciative leadership.
How to help people improving and boost your organisation.

Lead to succeed! As a Leader you win people over for a common goal, you gain
prestige and loyalty, you achieve a greater quality of life and of course you win
financially. Your success proves you right.

Titles of the speeches
Lead to succeed!
Leadership counts
Change, innovation and success
Leadership on the edge
Perfect risk management

'LEAD TO SUCCEED'
An ideal present for guests in the conference or as a room drop.
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